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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
 
  An injunction is "an order that is directed to a party, enforceable by contempt, and 
designed to accord or protect some or all of the substantive relief sought by a complaint 
in more than temporary fashion." [n2] A preliminary injunction is a provisional 
injunction issued pending the disposition of a litigation, [n3] the purpose of which is to 
"preserve the status quo and to protect the respective rights of the parties pending a 
determination on the merits." [n4] 
 
  This article concerns preliminary injunctions in the patent litigation context. Although 
varying types of preliminary injunctions in patent litigation have been obtained and are 
available, [n5] this article focuses on motions for preliminary injunction whereby 
patentees seek to enjoin alleged infringers from further infringement of patents pending 
trial and/or seek recalls of accused product. The purpose of this article is *324 twofold. 
First, this article is intended to educate the Bar with respect to the law relating to 
preliminary injunctions in patent litigation. Second, it is intended to present ideas and 
advice for attorneys who find themselves engaged in preliminary injunction motion 
practice in patent cases. 
 
  In the past decade, preliminary injunction motions have become effective tools in patent 
infringement actions and the courts have shown an increased willingness to grant such 
motions. Intellectual property attorneys should be acquainted with the law relating to 
preliminary injunctions in patent cases for two reasons. First, because of the considerable 
time pressures associated with a preliminary injunction motion, counsel already familiar 
with the law will have a significant advantage. Second, conduct prior to the filing of any 
such motion may affect substantially the chances of success of the motion. Therefore, it is 
important that counsel not wait until it is decided to file a preliminary injunction motion 
to become knowledgeable about preliminary injunction law. 
 
 
II. THE CURRENT LEGAL ENVIRONMENT 
 
 



  Prior to the establishment of the Federal Circuit Court of Appeals in October, 1982, the 
courts were very reluctant to grant preliminary injunctions in patent actions. As 
characterized by one court, the standard for granting such relief in patent cases was 
"unusually stringent." [n6] For example, while the movant in a non-patent case needed to 
show a likelihood of success on the merits, a patentee was required to show that the 
patent was "beyond question" valid and infringed. [n7] Although a patent was presumed 
valid by statute and could only be invalidated by clear and convincing evidence, in the 
preliminary injunction context, the patentee was sometimes required to show either that 
(1) his or her patent had previously been adjudicated valid, (2) there was public 
acquiescence to its validity, or (3) there was conclusive direct technical evidence proving 
its validity. [n8] In addition, in contrast to a non-patent *325 case, where the movant 
could obtain an injunction if it was shown that irreparable harm would occur absent an 
injunction, a court in a patent case generally refused to order an interlocutory injunction 
unless it was established that the alleged infringer was insolvent and would not, therefore, 
be answerable in damages. [n9] 
 
  Since its institution, the Federal Circuit has taken great steps to lessen the burden of 
patentees seeking preliminary injunctions. Attributing the once stricter standard to an 
unfamiliarity with patent issues and an unfounded belief that the ex parte examination by 
the Patent and Trademark Office is inherently unreliable, [n10] the Federal Circuit has 
stated that the standards applied in patent cases should be no more stringent than in non- 
patent cases. [n11] In fact, if anything, the standards currently applied in patent cases are 
less stringent than in non-patent cases and the trial courts have shown an increased 
willingness to issue preliminary injunctions to stop patent infringement. [n12] One trial 
court recently opined that in patent infringement cases "the preliminary injunction carries 
more importance than in other cases." [n13] 
 
  One statistic is telling. Of the approximately fifty (50) trial court patent preliminary 
injunction decisions reported in the United States Patent Quarterly (Second), more than 
sixty (60%) percent have granted injunctions.  [n14] Since the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure require a court to issue findings of fact and conclusions of law whether or not a 
preliminary *326 injunction is granted, [n15] there is no reason to believe that a decision 
which granted a preliminary injunction is more likely to be published than a decision 
which denied an injunction. 
 
  Because the courts have become more amenable to granting injunctive relief pendente 
lite in patent litigation, and because Federal Circuit substantive patent law precedent has 
created a more favorable environment for patentees in general, motions for preliminary 
injunction in patent cases have become effective weapons. The most important benefit to 
the patentee is that preliminary injunction (or temporary restraining order) [n16] 
applications can be decided early in the lawsuit. Such applications may be heard within 
days or weeks after filing of the patent action. A preliminary injunction motion may also 
promote a settlement of the suit. Further, before or after the commencement of the 
hearing of an application for a preliminary injunction, the court may order the trial of the 
action to be advanced and consolidated with the hearing of the application. [n17] 
 



  At the same time, it goes without saying that an injunction can be devastating to a 
company charged with infringement. If the accused product is a central part of the 
company's business, the alleged infringer can be ruined financially by an injunction. 
 
  Therefore, it is important that intellectual property attorneys be familiar with the law 
relating to preliminary injunctions in patent actions. With no warning and very little time 
to prepare memoranda and marshall evidence, counsel may be engaged in preliminary 
motion practice which, for all practical purposes, will decide an important patent 
litigation. 
 
  Practice Tip for Patentee: Before filing a motion for preliminary injunction, a patentee 
should consider carefully whether such a motion is prudent. Although there are often 
advantages to be gained by bringing on a preliminary injunction motion, there can also be 
a significant downside. A bond or other security is generally required before a *327 
preliminary injunction will come into effect [n18] and bond premiums can be substantial. 
In addition, if the patentee ultimately loses the action at trial, the alleged infringer may 
recoup its damages and costs caused by and incidental to the injunction against the bond, 
for which the patentee will be held responsible by the surety. Preparation of the moving 
and reply papers can be very expensive and there may be expedited discovery relating to 
the motion. In addition, if the patentee is hoping for a settlement, a defendant, which has 
been victorious in the motion, may be less willing to settle after expending the resources, 
time and money to fend off the motion. Finally, in the rush of prosecuting the preliminary 
injunction motion, damaging mistakes and statements can be made which can diminish 
the chances of ultimate success at trial. 
 
  Practice Tip for Alleged Infringer: Although a preliminary injunction can be obtained 
shortly after commencement of the action, some courts have expressed a reluctance to 
grant an injunction early in a case. Some have shown a hesitation to enjoin a party based 
on a "limited" record. [n19] One court declined to grant a preliminary injunction, noting 
that a preliminary injunction only a few months after the suit was filed would likely cause 
significant disruption, more than would a permanent injunction after all concerned parties 
had had a chance to prepare. [n20] The court further explained that if the alleged infringer 
were to prevail at trial, "the case would have resulted in two unnecessary periods of 
adjustment for all concerned." [n21] Where a patentee has brought on a preliminary 
injunction motion immediately after filing suit, the alleged infringer may gain some 
milage by citing and discussing these authorities. However, the situation may be different 
where, although there has been little time to conduct discovery, the alleged infringer has 
been aware of the patent since well before the filing of the preliminary injunction motion. 
[n22] 
 
 
*328 III. THE STANDARD FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTIONS IN PATENT 
CASES. 
 
 



  The authority of federal district courts to grant preliminary injunctions arises from the 
Patent Act, which provides that the "several courts having jurisdiction under this title 
may grant injunctions in accordance with the principles of equity to prevent the violation 
of any rights secured by patent, on such terms as the court deems reasonable." [n23] 
 
  A district court exercising jurisdiction under the Patent Act is bound by the law of the 
Federal Circuit. [n24] It is settled that the grant or the denial of a preliminary injunction 
against patent infringement involves substantive matters unique to patent law and is 
therefore governed by the law of the Federal Circuit. [n25] However, as to purely 
procedural aspects of such injunctions, regional circuit law controls. [n26] For example, 
appropriate regional circuit law controls the issue of whether the district court, in granting 
a preliminary injunction, complied with Rule 52(a) or Rule 65 of the Federal Rules of 
Civil Procedure. [n27] 
 
  While the Federal Circuit has liberalized substantially the standard for obtaining 
preliminary injunctive relief in patent infringement suits, it has continued to state that 
such relief is an "extraordinary remedy which must not be routinely granted." [n28] It is 
generally recognized that the grant or denial of a preliminary injunction in a patent case is 
a matter committed to the sound discretion of the district court. [n29] A patentee must 
establish a right to a preliminary injunction in light of four separate factors, (1) a 
reasonable likelihood of success on the merits, (2) irreparable harm, (3) the balance of 
hardships tipping in favor of the requesting party, and (4) that the issuance of an 
injunction is in the *329 public interest. [n30] The district court must balance each of 
these factors against the others and against the magnitude of the relief requested to 
determine whether a preliminary injunction should be granted or denied. [n31] Where a 
preliminary injunction is denied, "the absence of an adequate showing with regard to any 
one factor may be sufficient, given the weight or lack of it assigned the other factors, to 
justify the denial." [n32] 
 
  The Federal Circuit test appears to differ slightly from the standard used in non-patent 
cases. As explained by one trial court:  
    [I]t appears that the standard for issuing a preliminary injunction in a patent 
infringement case differs slightly from the standard in other type cases. Specifically, the 
burden of proving validity and infringement, i.e., "the likelihood of success on the 
merits" element, is greater.  
    However, once this burden is met, the burden of proving the necessity for injunction 
relief, i.e., the "no legal remedy" and "irreparable harm" elements, is lesser. Finally, the 
integrity of the balancing of the equities performed by the Court in determining whether 
injunctive relief is appropriate remains intact. [n33] 
 
Each of the relevant factors are discussed more fully below. 
 
  Practice Tip for Patentee: Preliminary injunction motions are governed by  Rule 65 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and by local court rules. Prior to preparing such a 
motion, counsel should review the requirements of Rule 65 and the relevant local rules. 
 



  Practice Tip for Alleged Infringer: The evidence relevant to a motion for preliminary 
injunction is wide-ranging. Therefore, when notice of a preliminary injunction is 
received, counsel should make a prompt assessment of what discovery is needed, if any, 
to oppose the motion and should formulate a discovery plan. Counsel should also assess 
the time necessary to conduct the discovery and, if additional time is required to prepare 
the opposition, seek a continuance of the opposition due date. Counsel should further 
consider whether expedited discovery is appropriate and whether depositions of the 
patentee's declarants should be requested. It may be possible that an expedited discovery 
schedule and continuance can be worked out with opposing counsel. In obtaining a 
continuance, whether by application or stipulation, counsel should make certain that the 
continuance provides sufficient time. While *330 courts will generally grant one 
continuance if requested, a court will be less inclined to provide a second continuance. 
 
 
A. The Status Quo. 
 
  As set forth above, a stated purpose of a preliminary injunction in a patent case is to 
preserve the status quo. [n34] The Federal Circuit has indicated that preserving the status 
quo does not allow a defendant to continue its infringement at the same level that existed 
before the plaintiff moved for a preliminary injunction. [n35] Rather, "a preliminary 
injunction preserves the status quo if it prevents future trespasses but does not undertake 
to assess the pecuniary or other consequences of past trespasses." [n36] This does not 
mean, however, that the alleged injury done by an injunction to a defendant is not to be 
carefully considered, "only that the 'status quo' is not the talisman to dispose of the 
question by itself." [n37] 
 
  As such, the stated purpose of preserving the status quo usually does not enter into a 
court's consideration of the factors relevant to the decision of whether to grant a 
preliminary injunction in a patent case. However, in the patent infringement context, 
courts have issued orders requiring infringers to recall their infringing product. [n38] It is 
generally recognized that where a party seeks such mandatory preliminary relief, courts 
are very "cautious" about issuing a preliminary injunction. [n39] In one patent case, the 
trial court refused to order a recall, noting that because "mandatory preliminary 
injunctions disturb rather than preserve the status quo, they are 'particularly disfavored 
and should not be issued unless the facts and law clearly favor the moving party.' " [n40] 
*331 Consequently, the court applied "a stricter standard than ordinary to the plaintiff's 
claim for mandatory preliminary relief." [n41] 
 
  Practice Tip for Patentee: Because of the stricter standard applied to requests for 
mandatory injunctive relief, counsel should attempt to frame the proposed injunction in 
terms of prohibitory relief to the extent possible. Counsel should also note that, under 
Rule 65(d) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, an order granting a preliminary 
injunction must set forth the reasons for its issuance, be specific in terms, and describe in 
reasonable detail the conduct to be enjoined, without reference to the pleadings or any 
other documents. [n42] 
 



 
B. Likelihood Of Success On The Merits. 
 
  At the preliminary injunction stage, the patentee carries the burden of showing the 
reasonable likelihood of its success on the merits with respect to the patent's validity, 
enforceability and infringement. [n43] However, the courts have not been clear as to what 
is meant by a "reasonable likelihood of success." Some trial courts have equated this 
phrase to more probable than not that the patentee will succeed at trial. [n44] Others have 
stated that the patentee in the preliminary injunction context must establish a better than 
negligible chance of success, explaining that the "more likely the plaintiff is to win, the 
less heavily need the balance of harms weigh in his favor; the less likely he is to win, the 
more need it weigh in his favor." [n45] Regardless, it appears that establishment of a 
reasonable likelihood of success is essential to *332 obtaining a preliminary injunction. 
[n46] Further, as is discussed more fully below, a strong showing of likelihood of success 
often favors establishment of the othe r factors, irreparable harm, balance of harm and 
public interest. 
 
  Practice Tip for Patentee: In order to obtain a preliminary injunction, a patentee need 
only show a reasonable likelihood of success with respect to one patent claim. [n47] In a 
situation where the validity of a broad claim is questionable, but infringement of a 
stronger, more narrow claim appears clear, the patentee may want to focus his or her 
moving papers on the narrow claim, rather than provide the alleged infringer a straw man 
to knock down. 
 
  Practice Tip for Alleged Infringer: Upon receipt of a notice of motion for preliminary 
injunction, consider taking the deposition of the inventor. If the motion has been filed 
early in the litigation, the inventor may not be well prepared for a deposition and may 
make significant admissions. Such admissions can be devastating to the case of the 
patentee. It has been recognized that an inventor "should be qualified to express any 
necessary opinion as to what constitutes infringement of his patent." [n48] There is, 
according to one court, "no one more qualified than the inventor to express [an] opinion 
as to what constitutes theft of inventiveness." [n49] 
 
 
1. Likelihood of Success on the Issue of Infringement. 
 
  To establish a reasonable likelihood of success on the issue of patent infringement, a 
patentee must demonstrate a reasonable likelihood that at the trial on the merits he or she 
can prove by a preponderance of the evidence that the defendant's products infringe one 
or more claims of the patent. [n50] A patentee may establish likelihood of success by 
showing *333 either literal infringement or infringement under the doctrine of 
equivalents. [n51] 
 
 
2. Likelihood Of Success On The Issue Of Patent Validity. 
 



  A patent is presumed to be valid and the burden of establishing invalidity of a patent or 
any claim thereof rests upon the party asserting such invalidity. [n52] It is basic that one 
who challenges a patent must establish invalidity by clear and convincing evidence. [n53] 
The United States Supreme Court defines clear and convincing evidence as proofs which 
"place in the ultimate fact finder an abiding conviction that the truth of [[the] factual 
contentions are 'highly probable.' " [n54] 
 
  Nevertheless, this "presumption does not relieve a patentee who moves for a preliminary 
injunction from carrying the normal burden of demonstrating that it will likely succeed 
on all disputed liability issues at trial, even when the issue concerns the patent's validity." 
[n55] Therefore, the patentee mus t establish a reasonable likelihood that the patent 
challenger will be unable to establish invalidity by clear and convincing evidence. [n56] 
It has been explained that "a patent holder seeking a preliminary injunction can make a 
sufficient showing of patent validity in three ways: (1) a prior adjudication of the validity 
of the patent; (2) public acquiescence to its validity; or (3) direct technical evidence 
proving its validity." [n57] At the same time, some courts have found that the 
presumption of validity alone supports a preliminary injunction where the alleged 
infringer has not come forward with evidence of invalidity. [n58] 
 
 
*334 3. Evidence Establishing A Likelihood of Success on the Merits. 
 
  Of course, evidence that will be admissible at trial to establish infringement and validity 
can be considered by the district court in deciding the preliminary injunction motion. 
However, it is important to note that "[t]he trial court may give even inadmissible 
evidence some weight when to do so serves the purpose of preventing irreparable harm 
before trial." [n59] Therefore, for example, although it is error to determine infringement 
at trial by a comparison of the patentee's commercial embodiment of the claimed 
invention with the accused product, [n60] one trial court held that the fact that a 
defendant copied a patentee's device evidenced that there was a reasonable probability of 
success on the issue of infringement. [n61] In another case, a trial court held that, even 
though ITC proceedings involving the same parties (where the patent was found not 
invalid and infringed) are not res judicata, the inference that the patentee was reasonably 
likely to succeed on the merits was "inescapable." [n62] 
 
  It is also well established that, in the context of a motion for preliminary injunction, the 
patentee may use a prior adjudication of patent validity involving a different defendant as 
evidence supporting his or her burden of proving likelihood of success on the merits. 
[n63] This is not to say that the district court is bound, as a matter of law, by the prior 
adjudication of validity. [n64] Rather, the district court as an exercise of its discretion, 
may give considerable weight to a prior adjudication of validity in determining the 
likelihood of success on the merits on the issue of validity in the preliminary injunction 
proceeding before it. [n65] 
 
  *335 Practice Tip for Both Parties: Although inadmissible evidence can be utilized by 
the parties, counsel should submit admissible evidence to the extent possible. District 



courts are in the practice of not considering inadmissible evidence and will likely give 
less weight to such evidence. Although hearsay evidence, for example, is permitted as 
proof in a preliminary injunction proceeding, counsel should try to obtain declarations 
from individuals with personal knowledge of the facts at issue. 
 
  Counsel should also make sure that the declarations submitted are fact specific. The 
courts are typically apprehensive about self-serving statements in the context of 
preliminary injunction motions, especially where the motions are made soon after 
commencement of the action and before the facts of the case can be developed fully. In 
one recent case, the Federal Circuit wrote: "[A] district court should be wary of issuing a 
injunction based solely upon allegations and conclusory affidavits submitted by plaintiff." 
[n66] 
 
 
C. Irreparable Harm. 
 
  The question of whether irreparable harm to the movant will result from denial of a 
preliminary injunction is an important factor to be considered.  [n67] The Federal Circuit 
has made it plain that a patent holder can be irreparably injured by infringement, even if 
the infringer is answerable in damages. [n68] According to the Federal Circuit, "because 
the principal value of a patent is its statutory right to exclude, the nature of the patent 
grant weighs against holding that monetary damages will always suffice to make the 
patentee whole." [n69] The patent statute provides injunctive relief to preserve the legal 
interests of the parties against further infringement which may have market effects never 
fully compensable in money. [n70] "If monetary relief were the sole relief afforded by the 
patent statute then injunctions would be unnecessary and infringers could become 
compulsory licensees for as long as the litigation lasts." [n71] 
 
  *336 However, "[a]pplication of the concept that every patentee is always irreparably 
harmed by an alleged infringer's pretrial sales would ... disserve the patent system." [n72] 
As the Federal Circuit has explained: "[T]here is no presumption that money damages 
will be inadequate in connection with a motion for an injunction pendente lite. Some 
evidence and reasoned analysis for that inadequacy should be proffered." [n73] 
 
  Irreparable injury is the most difficult factor to comprehend conceptually and is the 
most susceptible to conflicting opinions from the courts. The courts have indicated that 
"[t]he focus on the irreparable injury inquiry is harm that is impossible to measure in 
monetary terms." [n74] However, all patent cases concern money. Patent holders obtain 
patents for the very purpose of making money. As one trial court wrote:  
    I am frequently at a loss to understand in civil cases what is meant by irreparable 
injury. In criminal cases it is clear. You serve time in jail, and that time is gone; it can not 
be brought back. This litigation, on the other hand, concerns money. That is all Eli Lilly 
or Hybritech or Abbott want. That is all their investors care about. If an error is made, we 
can award money and repair the harm. So I am not quite sure what irreparable injury 
means in this context, but it must mean something.  



    The courts, and the Federal Circuit in particular, have said that preliminary injunctions 
are appropriate in patent cases and therefore that irreparable harm can and does exist. In 
some cases it is even presumed to exist. So irreparable harm must be something more that 
just the money damages suffered by the losing party.  
    A patent is a right to exclusive use granted by law. That right may give the patent 
holder not merely the ability to make cash; it gives him monopoly power. It may give 
him not just the ability to set prices with relative impunity, but to obtain concessions that 
others cannot, to establish licensing relationships and generally to exploit the commercial 
benefit of monopoly power. We usually do not like monopolies, but in the patent area the 
Constitution and courts have said that monopolies are fine.  
    In talking about irreparable harm, the question then is, might the denial of the 
preliminary injunction deprive Hybritech of the collateral benefits of holding the patent 
monopoly? These benefits are intangible, and the loss can be irreparable. The issue is not 
how many test kits Hybritech will sell, but the benefit to its business to be derived from 
having exclusive use of the patented invention. [n75] 
 
  *337 A patentee can establish irreparable harm in one of two ways. First, if the patentee 
presents a "clear" or "strong" showing of success on the merits, irreparable injury is 
presumed. [n76] Second, if the patentee does not secure the benefit of such a 
presumption, the patentee can establish actual imminent irreparable harm. 
 
 
1. Presumption Of Irreparable Harm. 
 
  As stated above, a patentee is entitled to a legal presumption of irreparable harm after he 
or she makes a "strong showing" of likelihood of success on the merits. [n77] According 
to one trial court, "[t]o hold otherwise would be contrary to the public policy underlying 
the patent laws." [n78] "[W]ithout a clear showing of validity and infringement, a 
presumption of irreparable harm does not arise in a preliminary injunction proceeding." 
[n79] Some courts have explained that there can be no "clear showing of validity" where 
the alleged infringer has raised a "bona fide" question of invalidity. [n80] In one such 
case, the court wrote:  
    The kind of strong showing that raises the presumption is, for example, proof that the 
patent has already been held valid in a prior adjudication, or the failure of the alleged 
infringer to present any relevant evidence contesting the patent's validity. Here, however, 
the '070 patent has not previously been litigated, and although some of Hako's statements 
about invalidity are ineffective, by submitting the Schmidt and Wason patents Hako has 
raised a bona fide question of invalidity for obviousness. That measure of doubt prevents 
a clear showing of the patent's validity. [n81] 
 
*338 "A clear showing of infringement is, for example, a literal reading of the claims on 
the accused device, or an opponent's admission that if the patent is valid the device 
infringes it." [n82] 
 
  "Like most legal presumptions, [the presumption of irreparable harm] is rebuttable by 
clear evidence that it is overcome in the case at hand."  [n83] The presumption merely 



requires that an alleged infringer confronted by a patentee's strong showing of validity 
and infringement bring forward evidence that irreparable injury would not actually be 
suffered by the patentee if the motion for preliminary injunction were denied. [n84] 
 
 
2. Nature of Irreparable Harm. 
 
  As discussed above, where the patentee has not made a clear showing of likelihood of 
success on the merits, the patentee has the burden of establishing actual irreparable harm. 
No matter how great the threat of irreparable injury, the threat must be immediate. [n85] 
Therefore, where the alleged infringer has discontinued any infringement with no 
intention of renewing theinfringement, or where the alleged infringer is merely 
experimenting with a patented invention with no immediate plans to use the invention 
commercially, a preliminary injunction may be inappropriate.  [n86] However, where the 
alleged infringer has not yet marketed its product, injunctive relief may still be warranted 
if the defendant's entry into the market is imminent. [n87] 
 
  *339 What amounts to irreparable harm is another question. The Federal Circuit 
recently warned:  
    [N]either the difficulty of calculating losses in market share, nor speculation that such 
losses might occur, amount to proof of special circumstances justifying the extraordinary 
relief of an injunction prior to trial. Indeed, the district court's reliance on possible market 
share loss would apply in every patent case where the patentee practices the invention.  
[n88] 
 
  In patent litigation, the courts have granted preliminary injunctions to prevent various 
types of injuries which the courts deem irreparable, including the following: (1) Damage 
to reputation, loss of goodwill, confusion in the marketplace and/or loss of ability to sell 
non-patented items in the relevant market; [n89] (2) an inability of the infringer to pay 
any likely damage award; [n90] (3) a deleterious impact on the plaintiff's market share 
and pricing structure; [n91] (4) the encouragement of others to infringe;  [n92] and, (5) an 
imminent threat to the survival of the plaintiff's business. [n93] 
 
  *340 The courts have also looked to several different facts and circumstances in 
determining whether a patent holder will suffer irreparable harm without an injunction. 
Some of the factors which have been recognized to favor the imposition of preliminary 
injunctive relief include the following: (1) the alleged infringer is reaping the benefit of a 
substantial investment by the patent holder in product and market development; [n94] (2) 
the defendant has a significant presence in the related product market; [n95] (3) the 
plaintiff and defendant are direct competitors trying to influence the same group of 
customers; [n96] (4) the plaintiff's patent will expire in less than two years or there is a 
possibility that the value of the patent will be substantially diminished and the technology 
in the field will bypass the patented technology before the litigation is finished; [n97] (5) 
the patented invention is a principal part of the patent holder's business;  [n98] (6) the 
patentee is at a significant competitive disadvantage without the patent; [n99] (7) the field 
of technology covered by the patent- in-suit is new; [n100] (8) there is a substantial 



amount of competition in the field; [n101] (9) the technology in the relevant industry 
changes fairly quickly; [n102] and, (10) a considerable amount of research and 
development is being conducted in the relevant field. [n103] 
 
  *341 It has been held that there may be irreparable harm even though the patentee does 
not practice the patented invention commercially.  [n104] Further, it has been held that 
the existence of additional infringers does not justify continuing infringement of a patent. 
[n105] 
 
 
3. Delay In Bringing On A Motion For A Preliminary Injunction. 
 
  The Federal Circuit has noted that a contention of irreparable harm may be rebutted by a 
showing that the patentee has delayed in seeking the injunction, has granted licenses, or 
has done other acts that are incompatible with his or her right to exclude others from the 
invention. [n106] Therefore, trial courts have held that delay in seeking preliminary 
injunctive relief for the alleged infringement cuts against a patent owner's claim that he 
will suffer irreparable injury. [n107] However, the Federal Circuit has recognized that the 
"period of delay exercised by a party prior to seeking a preliminary injunction in a case 
involving intellectual property is but one factor to be considered by a district court in its 
analysis of irreparable harm." [n108] Although a showing of delay may be so significant, 
in the district court's discretion, as to preclude a determination of irreparable harm, a 
showing of delay does not preclude, as a matter of law, a determination of irreparable 
harm. [n109] A period of delay is but one circumstance that the district court must 
consider in the context of the totality of the circumstances.  [n110] 
 
  Most patent cases where preliminary injunctive relief has been denied because of delays 
have involved delays of more than one year. [n111] *342 However, preliminary 
injunctions have been granted where the delay has been significantly longer than one 
year. [n112] 
 
  A patentee might argue that significant delay was justified because it was attempting to 
negotiate a settlement with the alleged infringer or was dealing with other alleged 
infringers. At least one trial court has indicated that the reasons for the delay are 
irrelevant to the issue of whether the patentee will suffer irreparable harm. [n113] The 
court explained:  
    While [the patentee] points out that it delayed because of a dispute with General 
Motors and because of the hope of a successful negotiation with [the alleged infringer], 
the point is not that [the patentee] should be barred by laches for the delay; the point is 
that the delay shows that the situation is not so urgent or emergent that a preliminary 
injunction should be issued.  [n114] 
 
  However, one court held that a period of delay of more than one year would not 
preclude a preliminary injunction where the plaintiff did not seek preliminary injunctive 
relief until it adjudicated another lawsuit that would establish a reasonable likelihood of 
success on the issue of infringement in the pending case. [n115] In another action, a court 



granted a preliminary injunction in spite of a delay of eight years where, during the 
intervening period, there was a PTO interference, a PTO reexamination and settlement 
negotiations between the parties. [n116] The court explained that delay until infringement 
made litigation economically worthwhile was acceptable.  [n117] In an additional case, 
the court granted an injunction where substantial delay was due to settlement 
negotiations. [n118] 
 
 
4. Licensing And/Or Willingness ToLicense The Patent As Evidence Of No Irreparable 
Injury. 
 
  Some courts found irreparable injury assertions to be undercut by a patentee's having 
licensed the patent and/or the patentee's willingness *343 to license the patent. [n119] 
These courts have deemed such conduct "incompatible with the emphasis on the right to 
exclude." [n120] 
 
  Therefore, one trial court denied a preliminary injunction where the patent holder was in 
"the business of selling licenses to other manufacturers--it routinely contracts away its 
right to exclusivity in return for money."  [n121] The court explained that, "while this 
point does not mean that [the patent holder] would not be entitled to a permanent 
injunction, it does argue significantly against the patentee's point that infringement for a 
limited period of time cannot be remedied by money damages." [n122] In another case, 
the trial court denied a preliminary injunction where the patentee had entered into license 
negotiations with the alleged infringer. [n123] The court stated that that action, together 
with significant delay in bringing on the motion for preliminary injunction, demonstrated 
"a pattern of conduct on the part of [the patentee] inconsistent with a desire to maintain 
the statutory right to exclude in order to protect goodwill." [n124] Still another found that 
a conclusion of no irreparable harm was "supported by the fact that [the patentee] has 
been licensing competitors under the patents and has offered [the alleged infringer] a 
similar license." [n125] 
 
  However, the cases with respect to licensing have not been uniform. In one decision, for 
example, the court granted a preliminary injunction where the patentee had established a 
licensing program and the alleged infringer's ability to bid projects using the allegedly 
infringing product without paying royalty irreparably injured the licensing program. 
[n126] 
 
  Practice Tip for Patentee: Counsel should avoid delay in bringing on a motion for 
preliminary injunction to the extent possible. Further, consider carefully whether an offer 
to license might hurt the patentee's chances of obtaining a preliminary injunction. 
 
 
*344 D. Balance of Harm. 
 
  Even when irreparable injury is established, the court must still consider whether the 
balance of hardships favor the patentee. [n127] "In considering the balance of hardships, 



the Court must balance the harm that will occur to the moving party from the denial of 
the preliminary injunction with the harm that the nonmoving party will incur if the 
injunction is granted." [n128] The Federal Circuit has recognized that a "preliminary 
injunction is a drastic remedy. The hardship on a preliminarily enjoined manufacturer 
who must withdraw its product from the market before trial can be devastating." [n129] 
 
  One important consideration in weighing the balance of harms is whether the alleged 
infringer was aware of the patent when it developed its accused product. The courts have 
frequently issued preliminary injunctions where the infringement could have been 
avoided in the first place. [n130] Such "harm is self- inflicted" [n131] and "[t]hose who 
take calculated risks should be well aware that they thereby assume the risk of being put 
out of that business by the issuance of a preliminary injunction." [n132] Conversely, 
where a defendant developed its infringing product without knowledge of the patent, 
courts are more likely to weigh the balance of harms in favor of the defendant. [n133] 
 
  In weighing the balance of harms, a number of trial courts have balanced the 
proportional, rather than the absolute, harms of the parties.  [n134] Therefore, in one case 
where the defendant would lose only a very small percentage of its total business by 
issuance of an injunction, and the plaintiff's potential loss would represent a far greater 
percentage of its business if infringement were permitted to continue, the balance of 
harms favored granting the motion. [n135] 
 
  *345 It has been stated that "[t]he Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit has indicated 
that the balance-of-hardship inquiry should be guided by the strength of plaintiff's 
showing that it will succeed at trial. [n136] As explained in one recent case: "The 
magnitude of the threatened injury to the patent owner is weighed, in the light of the 
strength of the showing of likelihood of success on the merits, against the injury to the 
accused infringer." [n137] 
 
  The courts have been less inclined to grant preliminary injunctions where the 
purportedly infringing product is the defendant's primary product and an injunction 
would be extremely harmful to the financial stability of the company. [n138] However, 
one court granted an injunction, stating: "Putting a defendant out of business is not 
enough to preclude a preliminary injunction, when the infringement and validity issues 
are clear...." [n139] On the other hand, the fact that the infringer's sales of infringing 
product have been small favors imposition of an injunction. [n140] 
 
  Preliminary injunctions have also been granted where the alleged infringer had a viable 
non- infringing alternative available for market, [n141] where the injury to the alleged 
infringer would be merely temporary in duration,  [n142] where many of the parts of the 
infringer's enjoined product inventory could be used in its non- infringing product line, 
[n143] and where the infringer had just recently entered the market with its infringing 
product. [n144] 
 
  Practice Tip for Alleged Infringer: Normally, a preliminary injunction does not become 
effective until after bond is posted. [n145] In most instances, *346 such a bond is the 



limit of damages which the enjoined party can recover if the party was wrongfully 
enjoined. [n146] Counsel, therefore, should make certain to submit evidence sufficient 
for the court to assess an adequate amount for a bond, in the event that a preliminary 
injunction is granted. The defendant should request a bond that will cover sufficiently its 
lost profits, lost interest earnings and any other costs relating to the preliminary 
injunction. 
 
  The damages potentially caused by an improvidently granted injunction should equate 
substantially to the defendant's potential harm considered by the court in connection with 
the balance of harm factor. Therefore, the evidence relating to the issues of balance of 
harm and bond amount will be largely coextensive. 
 
  Counsel may be reluctant to submit quantitative evidence relating to the alleged 
infringer's possible lost profits because the plaintiff will be given information regarding 
the alleged infringer's sales. Counsel must weigh the consequences of providing this 
information against the consequences of an insufficient bond amount. Counsel should 
also take care not to overstate the facts relating to the possible lost profits since such 
overstatements may come back to haunt the accused infringer during the damages phase 
of the trial. 
 
 
E. The Public Interest. 
 
  The Federal Circuit has explained that the focus of the district court's public interest 
analysis should be whether there exists some critical public interest that would be injured 
by the grant of preliminary relief.  [n147] Therefore, the Federal Circuit has affirmed the 
denial of preliminary injunctions where the public health and welfare would be adversely 
affected by a preliminary injunction. [n148] Preliminary injunctions have also been 
denied where the grant of the injunction sought would "severely disrupt the supply of 
cotton bale wrap to the domestic cotton industry"  [n149] and where the alleged infringer 
would be forced to lay off *347 many employees and "the injunction would leave many 
third party computer manufacturers without a source of supply of tape drives for a 
significant period of time resulting in large financial losses to them as well." [n150] 
 
  Numerous courts have granted preliminary injunctions stating that the public interest 
factor favors the patentee because public policy favors protection of the rights of patent 
owners. [n151] One court opined that the public policy of protecting patent rights is more 
strongly implicated where the infringer has deliberately copied the patentee's commercial 
embodiment of the patented invention. [n152] Still, it has been explained that "it is not in 
the public interest to grant an injunction to the holder of what is likely to be proven to be 
an invalid patent." [n153] Further, there is a public interest in "free and open 
competition." [n154] Other courts have observed that, in the absence of some critical 
public interest other than the protection of valid patents or the preservation of 
competition, the public interest factor is "a neutral one." [n155] 
 



  Practice Tip for Alleged Infringer: Counsel should consider obtaining and submitting 
declarations from third-parties who will be harmed by the sought preliminary injunction. 
 
 
*348 IV. CONCLUSION 
 
 
  During the past decade, preliminary injunction motions have become effective weapons 
in patent infringement actions and the courts have shown an increased willingness to 
grant such motions. Therefore, intellectual property attorneys should be aware of the law 
relating to preliminary injunctions in patent cases. The foregoing is intended to provide 
counsel with guidance with respect to the handling of preliminary injunction motions in 
patent cases and to serve as a research tool for attorneys engaged in such motion practice. 
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